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Hands-On Domain-Driven Design with .NET Core Oct 22 2021 Solve complex business problems by understanding users better, finding the
right problem to solve, and building lean event-driven systems to give your customers what they really want Key FeaturesApply DDD
principles using modern tools such as EventStorming, Event Sourcing, and CQRSLearn how DDD applies directly to various architectural
styles such as REST, reactive systems, and microservicesEmpower teams to work flexibly with improved services and decoupled
interactionsBook Description Developers across the world are rapidly adopting DDD principles to deliver powerful results when writing
software that deals with complex business requirements. This book will guide you in involving business stakeholders when choosing the
software you are planning to build for them. By figuring out the temporal nature of behavior-driven domain models, you will be able to build
leaner, more agile, and modular systems. You’ll begin by uncovering domain complexity and learn how to capture the behavioral aspects of
the domain language. You will then learn about EventStorming and advance to creating a new project in .NET Core 2.1; you’ll also and write
some code to transfer your events from sticky notes to C#. The book will show you how to use aggregates to handle commands and produce
events. As you progress, you’ll get to grips with Bounded Contexts, Context Map, Event Sourcing, and CQRS. After translating domain
models into executable C# code, you will create a frontend for your application using Vue.js. In addition to this, you’ll learn how to refactor
your code and cover event versioning and migration essentials. By the end of this DDD book, you will have gained the confidence to
implement the DDD approach in your organization and be able to explore new techniques that complement what you’ve learned from the
book. What you will learnDiscover and resolve domain complexity together with business stakeholdersAvoid common pitfalls when creating
the domain modelStudy the concept of Bounded Context and aggregateDesign and build temporal models based on behavior and not only
dataExplore benefits and drawbacks of Event SourcingGet acquainted with CQRS and to-the-point read models with projectionsPractice
building one-way flow UI with Vue.jsUnderstand how a task-based UI conforms to DDD principlesWho this book is for This book is for
.NET developers who have an intermediate level understanding of C#, and for those who seek to deliver value, not just write code.
Intermediate level of competence in JavaScript will be helpful to follow the UI chapters.
Domain-driven Design Nov 03 2022 Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into software development.
Rapid Development Aug 08 2020 Corporate and commercial software-development teams all want solutions for one important
problem—how to get their high-pressure development schedules under control. In RAPID DEVELOPMENT, author Steve McConnell
addresses that concern head-on with overall strategies, specific best practices, and valuable tips that help shrink and control development
schedules and keep projects moving. Inside, you’ll find: A rapid-development strategy that can be applied to any project and the best
practices to make that strategy work Candid discussions of great and not-so-great rapid-development practices—estimation, prototyping,
forced overtime, motivation, teamwork, rapid-development languages, risk management, and many others A list of classic mistakes to avoid
for rapid-development projects, including creeping requirements, shortchanged quality, and silver-bullet syndrome Case studies that vividly
illustrate what can go wrong, what can go right, and how to tell which direction your project is going RAPID DEVELOPMENT is the realworld guide to more efficient applications development.
Domain-Driven Design in PHP Nov 22 2021 Real examples written in PHP showcasing DDD Architectural Styles, Tactical Design, and
Bounded Context Integration About This Book Focuses on practical code rather than theory Full of real-world examples that you can apply
to your own projects Shows how to build PHP apps using DDD principles Who This Book Is For This book is for PHP developers who want

to apply a DDD mindset to their code. You should have a good understanding of PHP and some knowledge of DDD. This book doesn't dwell
on the theory, but instead gives you the code that you need. What You Will Learn Correctly design all design elements of Domain-Driven
Design with PHP Learn all tactical patterns to achieve a fully worked-out Domain-Driven Design Apply hexagonal architecture within your
application Integrate bounded contexts in your applications Use REST and Messaging approaches In Detail Domain-Driven Design (DDD)
has arrived in the PHP community, but for all the talk, there is very little real code. Without being in a training session and with no PHP real
examples, learning DDD can be challenging. This book changes all that. It details how to implement tactical DDD patterns and gives full
examples of topics such as integrating Bounded Contexts with REST, and DDD messaging strategies. In this book, the authors show you,
with tons of details and examples, how to properly design Entities, Value Objects, Services, Domain Events, Aggregates, Factories,
Repositories, Services, and Application Services with PHP. They show how to apply Hexagonal Architecture within your application
whether you use an open source framework or your own. Style and approach This highly practical book shows developers how to apply
domain-driven design principles to PHP. It is full of solid code examples to work through.
Building Event-Driven Microservices Aug 20 2021 Organizations today often struggle to balance business requirements with everincreasing volumes of data. Additionally, the demand for leveraging large-scale, real-time data is growing rapidly among the most
competitive digital industries. Conventional system architectures may not be up to the task. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how to
leverage large-scale data usage across the business units in your organization using the principles of event-driven microservices. Author
Adam Bellemare takes you through the process of building an event-driven microservice-powered organization. You’ll reconsider how data is
produced, accessed, and propagated across your organization. Learn powerful yet simple patterns for unlocking the value of this data.
Incorporate event-driven design and architectural principles into your own systems. And completely rethink how your organization delivers
value by unlocking near-real-time access to data at scale. You’ll learn: How to leverage event-driven architectures to deliver exceptional
business value The role of microservices in supporting event-driven designs Architectural patterns to ensure success both within and between
teams in your organization Application patterns for developing powerful event-driven microservices Components and tooling required to get
your microservice ecosystem off the ground
Applying Domain-Driven Design and Patterns Apr 27 2022 Patterns, Domain-Driven Design (DDD), and Test-Driven Development (TDD)
enable architects and developers to create systems that are powerful, robust, and maintainable. Now, there’s a comprehensive, practical guide
to leveraging all these techniques primarily in Microsoft .NET environments, but the discussions are just as useful for Java developers.
Drawing on seminal work by Martin Fowler (Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture) and Eric Evans (Domain-Driven Design),
Jimmy Nilsson shows how to create real-world architectures for any .NET application. Nilsson illuminates each principle with clear, wellannotated code examples based on C# 1.1 and 2.0. His examples and discussions will be valuable both to C# developers and those working
with other .NET languages and any databases–even with other platforms, such as J2EE. Coverage includes · Quick primers on patterns,
TDD, and refactoring · Using architectural techniques to improve software quality · Using domain models to support business rules and
validation · Applying enterprise patterns to provide persistence support via NHibernate · Planning effectively for the presentation layer and
UI testing · Designing for Dependency Injection, Aspect Orientation, and other new paradigms
Tackling Complexity Sep 01 2022 Our socio-economic systems continue to grow and evolve. We need to acknowledge that, consequently,
our decisions often fail – they are ineffective and create unexpected side effects. The speed of execution is increasing constantly and
markets and systems respond almost immediately, making decision-making challenging. There is little or no room for failure.This important
new book analyses real world strategy and policy challenges, addressing the interconnectedness of the markets/systems we live in. It provides
a step-by-step approach using systems thinking to solve complex problems in socio-political as well as business environment. It proposes a
technique with which to better understand the problems and the context in which they arise, and tools to directly inform each step of the
decision-making process. The book explores the main innovation that systemic thinking introduces – the emphasis on defining the problem
creating system, which is made up of interacting parts, rather than prioritizing events that need immediate fixing.The case studies, examples
and the approach proposed can be used to better understand reality and its complexity, and to integrate stakeholders for a better solution.
Practically, it can be used to identify problems, analyse their boundaries, design interventions, forecast and measure their expected impacts,
implement them and monitor and evaluate their success/failure. The book touches upon global issues related to policy making and strategic
management, as well as issues related to sustainable development for both the public and private sector.
Domain Storytelling Jan 31 2020 Storytelling is at the heart of human communication--why not use it to overcome costly misunderstandings
when designing software? By telling and visualising stories, domain experts and team members make business processes and domain
knowledge tangible. Domain Storytelling enables everyone to understand the relevant people, activities, and work items. With this guide, the
method's inventors explain how domain experts and teams can work together to capture insights with simple pictographs, show their work,
solicit feedback, and get everyone on the same page. Stefan Hofer and Henning Schwentner introduce the methods easy pictographic
language, scenario-based modeling techniques, workshop format, and relationship to other modeling methods. Using step-by-step case
studies, they guide you through solving many common problems: Fully align all project participants and stakeholders, both technical and
business-focused Master a simple set of symbols and rules for modeling any process or workflow Use workshop-based collaborative
modeling to find better solutions faster Draw clear boundaries to organise your domain, software, and teams Transform domain knowledge
into requirements, embedded naturally into an agile process Move your models from diagrams and sticky notes to code Gain better visibility
into your IT landscape so you can consolidate or optimise it This guide is for everyone who wants more effective software--from developers,
architects, and team leads to the domain experts, product owners, and executives who rely on it every day.
Programming Rust Dec 12 2020 Systems programming provides the foundation for the world's computation. Writing performancesensitive code requires a programming language that puts programmers in control of how memory, processor time, and other system
resources are used. The Rust systems programming language combines that control with a modern type system that catches broad classes of
common mistakes, from memory management errors to data races between threads. With this practical guide, experienced systems
programmers will learn how to successfully bridge the gap between performance and safety using Rust. Jim Blandy, Jason Orendorff, and

Leonora Tindall demonstrate how Rust's features put programmers in control over memory consumption and processor use by combining
predictable performance with memory safety and trustworthy concurrency. You'll learn: Rust's fundamental data types and the core concepts
of ownership and borrowing How to write flexible, efficient code with traits and generics How to write fast, multithreaded code without data
races Rust's key power tools: closures, iterators, and asynchronous programming Collections, strings and text, input and output, macros,
unsafe code, and foreign function interfaces This revised, updated edition covers the Rust 2021 Edition.
Designing Object-oriented User Interfaces Oct 10 2020 This is both the first authoritative treatment of OOUi and a book which will help
designers, developers, analysts, and many others understand and apply object-oriented analysis to user interfaces. Collins delivers a single
conceptual model to guide both external and internal design of the user interface. A set of figures, examples, and case studies illustrates the
development of new applications and functions & --both stand-alone and integrated & --with existing environments. Throughout, the
methodology is grounded in object-oriented principles that are consistent with other object-oriented methodologies for system and database
design.
Orchestrating Experiences Jul 07 2020 Customer experiences are increasingly complicated—with multiple channels, touchpoints,
contexts, and moving parts—all delivered by fragmented organizations. How can you bring your ideas to life in the face of such complexity?
Orchestrating Experiences is a practical guide for designers and everyone struggling to create products and services in complex
environments.
Domain-Driven Design Distilled Mar 27 2022 Domain-Driven Design (DDD) software modeling delivers powerful results in practice, not
just in theory, which is why developers worldwide are rapidly moving to adopt it. Now, for the first time, there’s an accessible guide to the
basics of DDD: What it is, what problems it solves, how it works, and how to quickly gain value from it. Concise, readable, and actionable,
Domain-Driven Design Distilled never buries you in detail–it focuses on what you need to know to get results. Vaughn Vernon, author of the
best-selling Implementing Domain-Driven Design, draws on his twenty years of experience applying DDD principles to real-world situations.
He is uniquely well-qualified to demystify its complexities, illuminate its subtleties, and help you solve the problems you might encounter.
Vernon guides you through each core DDD technique for building better software. You’ll learn how to segregate domain models using the
powerful Bounded Contexts pattern, to develop a Ubiquitous Language within an explicitly bounded context, and to help domain experts and
developers work together to create that language. Vernon shows how to use Subdomains to handle legacy systems and to integrate multiple
Bounded Contexts to define both team relationships and technical mechanisms. Domain-Driven Design Distilled brings DDD to life.
Whether you’re a developer, architect, analyst, consultant, or customer, Vernon helps you truly understand it so you can benefit from its
remarkable power. Coverage includes What DDD can do for you and your organization–and why it’s so important The cornerstones of
strategic design with DDD: Bounded Contexts and Ubiquitous Language Strategic design with Subdomains Context Mapping: helping teams
work together and integrate software more strategically Tactical design with Aggregates and Domain Events Using project acceleration and
management tools to establish and maintain team cadence
Software Architecture: The Hard Parts Oct 29 2019 There are no easy decisions in software architecture. Instead, there are many hard
parts--difficult problems or issues with no best practices--that force you to choose among various compromises. With this book, you'll learn
how to think critically about the trade-offs involved with distributed architectures. Architecture veterans and practicing consultants Neal
Ford, Mark Richards, Pramod Sadalage, and Zhamak Dehghani discuss strategies for choosing an appropriate architecture. By interweaving
a story about a fictional group of technology professionals--the Sysops Squad--they examine everything from how to determine service
granularity, manage workflows and orchestration, manage and decouple contracts, and manage distributed transactions to how to optimize
operational characteristics, such as scalability, elasticity, and performance. By focusing on commonly asked questions, this book provides
techniques to help you discover and weigh the trade-offs as you confront the issues you face as an architect. Analyze trade-offs and
effectively document your decisions Make better decisions regarding service granularity Understand the complexities of breaking apart
monolithic applications Manage and decouple contracts between services Handle data in a highly distributed architecture Learn patterns to
manage workflow and transactions when breaking apart applications
Release It! May 05 2020 A single dramatic software failure can cost a company millions of dollars - but can be avoided with simple changes
to design and architecture. This new edition of the best-selling industry standard shows you how to create systems that run longer, with fewer
failures, and recover better when bad things happen. New coverage includes DevOps, microservices, and cloud-native architecture. Stability
antipatterns have grown to include systemic problems in large-scale systems. This is a must-have pragmatic guide to engineering for
production systems. If you're a software developer, and you don't want to get alerts every night for the rest of your life, help is here. With a
combination of case studies about huge losses - lost revenue, lost reputation, lost time, lost opportunity - and practical, down-to-earth advice
that was all gained through painful experience, this book helps you avoid the pitfalls that cost companies millions of dollars in downtime and
reputation. Eighty percent of project life-cycle cost is in production, yet few books address this topic. This updated edition deals with the
production of today's systems - larger, more complex, and heavily virtualized - and includes information on chaos engineering, the discipline
of applying randomness and deliberate stress to reveal systematic problems. Build systems that survive the real world, avoid downtime,
implement zero-downtime upgrades and continuous delivery, and make cloud-native applications resilient. Examine ways to architect,
design, and build software - particularly distributed systems - that stands up to the typhoon winds of a flash mob, a Slashdotting, or a link on
Reddit. Take a hard look at software that failed the test and find ways to make sure your software survives. To skip the pain and get the
experience...get this book.
Java Concurrency in Practice Jul 19 2021 Threads are a fundamental part of the Java platform. As multicore processors become the norm,
using concurrency effectively becomes essential for building high-performance applications. Java SE 5 and 6 are a huge step forward for the
development of concurrent applications, with improvements to the Java Virtual Machine to support high-performance, highly scalable
concurrent classes and a rich set of new concurrency building blocks. In Java Concurrency in Practice , the creators of these new facilities
explain not only how they work and how to use them, but also the motivation and design patterns behind them. However, developing, testing,
and debugging multithreaded programs can still be very difficult; it is all too easy to create concurrent programs that appear to work, but fail

when it matters most: in production, under heavy load. Java Concurrency in Practice arms readers with both the theoretical underpinnings
and concrete techniques for building reliable, scalable, maintainable concurrent applications. Rather than simply offering an inventory of
concurrency APIs and mechanisms, it provides design rules, patterns, and mental models that make it easier to build concurrent programs
that are both correct and performant. This book covers: Basic concepts of concurrency and thread safety Techniques for building and
composing thread-safe classes Using the concurrency building blocks in java.util.concurrent Performance optimization dos and don'ts
Testing concurrent programs Advanced topics such as atomic variables, nonblocking algorithms, and the Java Memory Model
Fundamentals of Software Architecture Sep 08 2020 Salary surveys worldwide regularly place software architect in the top 10 best jobs, yet
no real guide exists to help developers become architects. Until now. This book provides the first comprehensive overview of software
architecture’s many aspects. Aspiring and existing architects alike will examine architectural characteristics, architectural patterns,
component determination, diagramming and presenting architecture, evolutionary architecture, and many other topics. Mark Richards and
Neal Ford—hands-on practitioners who have taught software architecture classes professionally for years—focus on architecture principles
that apply across all technology stacks. You’ll explore software architecture in a modern light, taking into account all the innovations of the
past decade. This book examines: Architecture patterns: The technical basis for many architectural decisions Components: Identification,
coupling, cohesion, partitioning, and granularity Soft skills: Effective team management, meetings, negotiation, presentations, and more
Modernity: Engineering practices and operational approaches that have changed radically in the past few years Architecture as an
engineering discipline: Repeatable results, metrics, and concrete valuations that add rigor to software architecture
Domain-Driven Design Oct 02 2022 Domain-Driven Design fills that need. This is not a book about specific technologies. It offers readers
a systematic approach to domain-driven design, presenting an extensive set of design best practices, experience-based techniques, and
fundamental principles that facilitate the development of software projects facing complex domains. Intertwining design and development
practice, this book incorporates numerous examples based on actual projects to illustrate the application of domain-driven design to realworld software development. Readers learn how to use a domain model to make a complex development effort more focused and dynamic.
A core of best practices and standard patterns provides a common language for the development team. A shift in emphasis–refactoring not
just the code but the model underlying the code–in combination with the frequent iterations of Agile development leads to deeper insight
into domains and enhanced communication between domain expert and programmer. Domain-Driven Design then builds on this foundation,
and addresses modeling and design for complex systems and larger organizations.Specific topics covered include: With this book in hand,
object-oriented developers, system analysts, and designers will have the guidance they need to organize and focus their work, create rich and
useful domain models, and leverage those models into quality, long-lasting software implementations.
Let Over Lambda Apr 15 2021 Let Over Lambda is one of the most hardcore computer programming books out there. Starting with the
fundamentals, it describes the most advanced features of the most advanced language: Common Lisp. Only the top percentile of
programmers use lisp and if you can understand this book you are in the top percentile of lisp programmers. If you are looking for a dry
coding manual that re-hashes common-sense techniques in whatever langue du jour, this book is not for you. This book is about pushing the
boundaries of what we know about programming. While this book teaches useful skills that can help solve your programming problems
today and now, it has also been designed to be entertaining and inspiring. If you have ever wondered what lisp or even programming itself is
really about, this is the book you have been looking for.
Domain-Driven Design Reference Feb 11 2021 Domain-Driven Design (DDD) is an approach to software development for complex
businesses and other domains. DDD tackles that complexity by focusing the team's attention on knowledge of the domain, picking apart the
most tricky, intricate problems with models, and shaping the software around those models. Easier said than done! The techniques of DDD
help us approach this systematically. This reference gives a quick and authoritative summary of the key concepts of DDD. It is not meant as
a learning introduction to the subject. Eric Evans' original book and a handful of others explain DDD in depth from different perspectives.
On the other hand, we often need to scan a topic quickly or get the gist of a particular pattern. That is the purpose of this reference. It is
complementary to the more discursive books. The starting point of this text was a set of excerpts from the original book by Eric Evans,
Domain-Driven-Design: Tackling Complexity in the Heart of Software, 2004 - in particular, the pattern summaries, which were placed in the
Creative Commons by Evans and the publisher, Pearson Education. In this reference, those original summaries have been updated and
expanded with new content. The practice and understanding of DDD has not stood still over the past decade, and Evans has taken this chance
to document some important refinements. Some of the patterns and definitions have been edited or rewritten by Evans to clarify the original
intent. Three patterns have been added, describing concepts whose usefulness and importance has emerged in the intervening years. Also, the
sequence and grouping of the topics has been changed significantly to better emphasize the core principles. This is an up-to-date, quick
reference to DDD.
Building Microservices Jun 25 2019 Annotation Over the past 10 years, distributed systems have become more fine-grained. From the large
multi-million line long monolithic applications, we are now seeing the benefits of smaller self-contained services. Rather than heavy-weight,
hard to change Service Oriented Architectures, we are now seeing systems consisting of collaborating microservices. Easier to change,
deploy, and if required retire, organizations which are in the right position to take advantage of them are yielding significant benefits. This
book takes an holistic view of the things you need to be cognizant of in order to pull this off. It covers just enough understanding of
technology, architecture, operations and organization to show you how to move towards finer-grained systems.
Patterns, Principles, and Practices of Domain-Driven Design Feb 23 2022 Methods for managing complex software construction
following the practices, principles and patterns of Domain-Driven Design with code examples in C# This book presents the philosophy of
Domain-Driven Design (DDD) in a down-to-earth and practical manner for experienced developers building applications for complex
domains. A focus is placed on the principles and practices of decomposing a complex problem space as well as the implementation patterns
and best practices for shaping a maintainable solution space. You will learn how to build effective domain models through the use of tactical
patterns and how to retain their integrity by applying the strategic patterns of DDD. Full end-to-end coding examples demonstrate techniques
for integrating a decomposed and distributed solution space while coding best practices and patterns advise you on how to architect

applications for maintenance and scale. Offers a thorough introduction to the philosophy of DDD for professional developers Includes
masses of code and examples of concept in action that other books have only covered theoretically Covers the patterns of CQRS, Messaging,
REST, Event Sourcing and Event-Driven Architectures Also ideal for Java developers who want to better understand the implementation of
DDD
Domain-Driven Design Quickly Jun 29 2022 Domain Driven Design is a vision and approach for dealing with highly complex domains that is
based on making the domain itself the main focus of the project, and maintaining a software model that reflects a deep understanding of the
domain. This book is a short, quickly-readable summary and introduction to the fundamentals of DDD; it does not introduce any new
concepts; it attempts to concisely summarize the essence of what DDD is, drawing mostly Eric Evans' original book, as well other sources
since published such as Jimmy Nilsson's Applying Domain Driven Design, and various DDD discussion forums. The main topics covered in
the book include: Building Domain Knowledge, The Ubiquitous Language, Model Driven Design, Refactoring Toward Deeper Insight, and
Preserving Model Integrity. Also included is an interview with Eric Evans on Domain Driven Design today.
Domain Modeling Made Functional May 29 2022 You want increased customer satisfaction, faster development cycles, and less wasted
work. Domain-driven design (DDD) combined with functional programming is the innovative combo that will get you there. In this
pragmatic, down-to-earth guide, you'll see how applying the core principles of functional programming can result in software designs that
model real-world requirements both elegantly and concisely - often more so than an object-oriented approach. Practical examples in the opensource F# functional language, and examples from familiar business domains, show you how to apply these techniques to build software that
is business-focused, flexible, and high quality. Domain-driven design is a well-established approach to designing software that ensures that
domain experts and developers work together effectively to create high-quality software. This book is the first to combine DDD with
techniques from statically typed functional programming. This book is perfect for newcomers to DDD or functional programming - all the
techniques you need will be introduced and explained. Model a complex domain accurately using the F# type system, creating compilable
code that is also readable documentation---ensuring that the code and design never get out of sync. Encode business rules in the design so
that you have "compile-time unit tests," and eliminate many potential bugs by making illegal states unrepresentable. Assemble a series of
small, testable functions into a complete use case, and compose these individual scenarios into a large-scale design. Discover why the
combination of functional programming and DDD leads naturally to service-oriented and hexagonal architectures. Finally, create a
functional domain model that works with traditional databases, NoSQL, and event stores, and safely expose your domain via a website or
API. Solve real problems by focusing on real-world requirements for your software. What You Need: The code in this book is designed to be
run interactively on Windows, Mac and Linux.You will need a recent version of F# (4.0 or greater), and the appropriate .NET runtime for
your platform.Full installation instructions for all platforms at fsharp.org.
The Pragmatic Programmer Nov 30 2019 “One of the most significant books in my life.” –Obie Fernandez, Author, The Rails Way “Twenty
years ago, the first edition of The Pragmatic Programmer completely changed the trajectory of my career. This new edition could do the
same for yours.” –Mike Cohn, Author of Succeeding with Agile, Agile Estimating and Planning, and User Stories Applied “. . . filled with
practical advice, both technical and professional, that will serve you and your projects well for years to come.” –Andrea Goulet, CEO,
Corgibytes, Founder, LegacyCode.Rocks “. . . lightning does strike twice, and this book is proof.” –VM (Vicky) Brasseur, Director of Open
Source Strategy, Juniper Networks The Pragmatic Programmer is one of those rare tech books you’ll read, re-read, and read again over the
years. Whether you’re new to the field or an experienced practitioner, you’ll come away with fresh insights each and every time. Dave
Thomas and Andy Hunt wrote the first edition of this influential book in 1999 to help their clients create better software and rediscover the
joy of coding. These lessons have helped a generation of programmers examine the very essence of software development, independent of
any particular language, framework, or methodology, and the Pragmatic philosophy has spawned hundreds of books, screencasts, and audio
books, as well as thousands of careers and success stories. Now, twenty years later, this new edition re-examines what it means to be a
modern programmer. Topics range from personal responsibility and career development to architectural techniques for keeping your code
flexible and easy to adapt and reuse. Read this book, and you’ll learn how to: Fight software rot Learn continuously Avoid the trap of
duplicating knowledge Write flexible, dynamic, and adaptable code Harness the power of basic tools Avoid programming by coincidence
Learn real requirements Solve the underlying problems of concurrent code Guard against security vulnerabilities Build teams of Pragmatic
Programmers Take responsibility for your work and career Test ruthlessly and effectively, including property-based testing Implement the
Pragmatic Starter Kit Delight your users Written as a series of self-contained sections and filled with classic and fresh anecdotes, thoughtful
examples, and interesting analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer illustrates the best approaches and major pitfalls of many different aspects
of software development. Whether you’re a new coder, an experienced programmer, or a manager responsible for software projects, use
these lessons daily, and you’ll quickly see improvements in personal productivity, accuracy, and job satisfaction. You’ll learn skills and
develop habits and attitudes that form the foundation for long-term success in your career. You’ll become a Pragmatic Programmer. Register
your book for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become available. See inside book for details.
Get Programming with F# Jan 01 2020 Summary Get Programming with F#: A guide for .NET developers teaches F# through 43 examplebased lessons with built-in exercises so you can learn the only way that really works: by practicing. The book upgrades your .NET skills with
a touch of functional programming in F#. You'll pick up core FP principles and learn techniques for iron-clad reliability and crystal clarity.
You'll discover productivity techniques for coding F# in Visual Studio, functional design, and integrating functional and OO code. Purchase
of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Your .NET
applications need to be good for the long haul. F#'s unique blend of functional and imperative programming is perfect for writing code that
performs flawlessly now and keeps running as your needs grow and change. It takes a little practice to master F#'s functional-first style, so
you may as well get programming! What's Inside Learn how to write bug-free programs Turn tedious common tasks into quick and easy ones
Use minimal code to work with JSON, CSV, XML, and HTML data Integrate F# with your existing C# and VB.NET applications Create
web-enabled applications About the Reader Written for intermediate C# and Visual Basic .NET developers. No experience with F# is
assumed. Table of Contents Unit 1 - F# AND VISUAL STUDIO Lesson 1 - The Visual Studio experience Lesson 2 - Creating your first F#

program Lesson 3 - The REPL-changing how we develop Unit 2 - HELLO F# Lesson 4 - Saying a little, doing a lot Lesson 5 - Trusting the
compiler Lesson 6 - Working with immutable data Lesson 7 - Expressions and statements Lesson 8 Capstone 1 Unit 3 - TYPES AND
FUNCTIONS Lesson 9 - Shaping data with tuples Lesson 10 - Shaping data with records Lesson 11 - Building composable functions Lesson
12 - Organizing code without classes Lesson 13 - Achieving code reuse in F# Lesson 14 - Capstone 2 Unit 4 - COLLECTIONS IN F#
Lesson 15 - Working with collections in F# Lesson 16 - Useful collection functions Lesson 17 - Maps, dictionaries, and sets Lesson 18 Folding your way to success Lesson 19 - Capstone 3 Unit 5 - THE PIT OF SUCCESS WITH THE F# TYPE SYSTEM Lesson 20 - Program
flow in F# Lesson 21 - Modeling relationships in F# Lesson 22 - Fixing the billion-dollar mistake Lesson 23 - Business rules as code Lesson
24 - Capstone 4 Unit 6 - LIVING ON THE .NET PLATFORM Lesson 25 - Consuming C# from F# Lesson 26 - Working with NuGet
packages Lesson 27 - Exposing F# types and functionsto C# Lesson 28 - Architecting hybrid language applications Lesson 29 - Capstone 5
Unit 7 - WORKING WITH DATA Lesson 30 - Introducing type providers Lesson 31 - Building schemas from live data Lesson 32 Working with SQL Lesson 33 - Creating type provider-backed APIs Lesson 34 - Using type providers in the real world Lesson 35 - Capstone
6 Unit 8 - WEB PROGRAMMING Lesson 36 - Asynchronous workflows Lesson 37 - Exposing data over HTTP Lesson 38 - Consuming
HTTP data Lesson 39 - Capstone 7 Unit 9 - UNIT TESTING Lesson 40 - Unit testing in F# Lesson 41 - Property-based testing in F# Lesson
42 - Web testing Lesson 43 - Capstone 8 Unit 10 - WHERE NEXT? Appendix A - The F# community Appendix B - F# in my organization
Appendix C - Must-visit F# resources Appendix D - Must-have F# libraries Appendix E - Other F# language feature
The Carnivore Diet Jan 13 2021 Shawn Baker’s Carnivore Diet is a revolutionary, paradigm-breaking nutritional strategy that takes
contemporary dietary theory and dumps it on its head. It breaks just about all the “rules” and delivers outstanding results. At its heart is a
focus on simplicity rather than complexity, subtraction rather than addition, making this an incredibly effective diet that is also easy to
follow. The Carnivore Diet reviews some of the supporting evolutionary, historical, and nutritional science that gives us clues as to why so
many people are having great success with this meat-focused way of eating. It highlights dramatic real-world transformations experienced by
people of all types. Common disease conditions that are often thought to be lifelong and progressive are often reversed on this diet, and in
this book, Baker discusses some of the theory behind that phenomenon as well. It outlines a comprehensive strategy for incorporating the
Carnivore Diet as a tool or a lifelong eating style, and Baker offers a thorough discussion of the most common misconceptions about this diet
and the problems people have when transitioning to it.
Fowler May 17 2021 The practice of enterprise application development has benefited from the emergence of many new enabling
technologies. Multi-tiered object-oriented platforms, such as Java and .NET, have become commonplace. These new tools and technologies
are capable of building powerful applications, but they are not easily implemented. Common failures in enterprise applications often occur
because their developers do not understand the architectural lessons that experienced object developers have learned. Patterns of Enterprise
Application Architecture is written in direct response to the stiff challenges that face enterprise application developers. The author, noted
object-oriented designer Martin Fowler, noticed that despite changes in technology--from Smalltalk to CORBA to Java to .NET--the same
basic design ideas can be adapted and applied to solve common problems. With the help of an expert group of contributors, Martin distills
over forty recurring solutions into patterns. The result is an indispensable handbook of solutions that are applicable to any enterprise
application platform. This book is actually two books in one. The first section is a short tutorial on developing enterprise applications, which
you can read from start to finish to understand the scope of the book's lessons. The next section, the bulk of the book, is a detailed reference
to the patterns themselves. Each pattern provides usage and implementation information, as well as detailed code examples in Java or C#.
The entire book is also richly illustrated with UML diagrams to further explain the concepts. Armed with this book, you will have the
knowledge necessary to make important architectural decisions about building an enterprise application and the proven patterns for use when
building them. The topics covered include · Dividing an enterprise application into layers · The major approaches to organizing business
logic · An in-depth treatment of mapping between objects and relational databases · Using Model-View-Controller to organize a Web
presentation · Handling concurrency for data that spans multiple transactions · Designing distributed object interfaces
RESTful Web Services Jan 25 2022 "Every developer working with the Web needs to read this book." -- David Heinemeier Hansson,
creator of the Rails framework "RESTful Web Services finally provides a practical roadmap for constructing services that embrace the Web,
instead of trying to route around it." -- Adam Trachtenberg, PHP author and EBay Web Services Evangelist You've built web sites that can
be used by humans. But can you also build web sites that are usable by machines? That's where the future lies, and that's what RESTful Web
Services shows you how to do. The World Wide Web is the most popular distributed application in history, and Web services and mashups
have turned it into a powerful distributed computing platform. But today's web service technologies have lost sight of the simplicity that
made the Web successful. They don't work like the Web, and they're missing out on its advantages. This book puts the "Web" back into web
services. It shows how you can connect to the programmable web with the technologies you already use every day. The key is REST, the
architectural style that drives the Web. This book: Emphasizes the power of basic Web technologies -- the HTTP application protocol, the
URI naming standard, and the XML markup language Introduces the Resource-Oriented Architecture (ROA), a common-sense set of rules
for designing RESTful web services Shows how a RESTful design is simpler, more versatile, and more scalable than a design based on
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) Includes real-world examples of RESTful web services, like Amazon's Simple Storage Service and the Atom
Publishing Protocol Discusses web service clients for popular programming languages Shows how to implement RESTful services in three
popular frameworks -- Ruby on Rails, Restlet (for Java), and Django (for Python) Focuses on practical issues: how to design and implement
RESTful web services and clients This is the first book that applies the REST design philosophy to real web services. It sets down the best
practices you need to make your design a success, and the techniques you need to turn your design into working code. You can harness the
power of the Web for programmable applications: you just have to work with the Web instead of against it. This book shows you how.
Learning Domain-Driven Design Dec 24 2021 Building software is harder than ever. As a developer, you not only have to chase everchanging technological trends but also need to understand the business domains behind the software. This practical book provides you with a
set of core patterns, principles, and practices for analyzing business domains, understanding business strategy, and, most importantly,
aligning software design with its business needs. Author Vlad Khononov shows you how these practices lead to robust implementation of

business logic and help to future-proof software design and architecture. You'll examine the relationship between domain-driven design
(DDD) and other methodologies to ensure you make architectural decisions that meet business requirements. You'll also explore the real-life
story of implementing DDD in a startup company. With this book, you'll learn how to: Analyze a company's business domain to learn how
the system you're building fits its competitive strategy Use DDD's strategic and tactical tools to architect effective software solutions that
address business needs Build a shared understanding of the business domains you encounter Decompose a system into bounded contexts
Coordinate the work of multiple teams Gradually introduce DDD to brownfield projects
Tackling Complexity Jun 17 2021
Head First Design Patterns Nov 10 2020 Using research in neurobiology, cognitive science and learning theory, this text loads patterns into
your brain in a way that lets you put them to work immediately, makes you better at solving software design problems, and improves your
ability to speak the language of patterns with others on your team.
Theory and Practice of Leadership Jul 27 2019 Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here Praise for the first edition: 'At last
a well-written, balanced and insightful British book on leadership. It is probable that every theory and assertion of consequence is
commented upon. A real tour-de-force.' - Emeritus Professor Gerry Randell, University of Bradford School of Management 'Theory and
Practice of Leadership is an all encompassing, global review of examples and case studies that is both comprehensive and easily adaptable to
almost any situation one would encounter in leading people.' - Richard J. Conwell, Nova Southeastern University, Journal of Applied
Management and Entrepreneurship If you are looking for a more holistic and critical take on the field of leadership, look no further! The
second edition of this engaging and highly-respected text offers an exploration of leadership in a variety of contexts, both profit-orientated
and non-profit. New to this edition: Refined to capture and delineate the essential theories more clearly, with broader coverage taking in the
latest developments in areas such as change, politics, assessment and development of leadership, and multiple intelligences. Further
development of a new integrative model of core leadership themes and practices. Abundant examples and illustrations, together with detailed
explanations of how they apply in practice. A companion website with an Instructor's Manual, PowerPoint slides, links to additional case
studies and full-text journal articles. Theory and Practice of Leadership will prove a highly-stimulating read for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of leadership and related subjects as well as management consultants and practising managers. Visit the Theory and
Practice of Leadership companion website www.sagepub.co.uk/gill to take advantage of additional resources for students and lecturers.
Object Thinking Sep 28 2019 Object Thinking blends historical perspective, experience, and visionary insight - exploring how developers
can work less like the computers they program and more like problem solvers.
Functional and Reactive Domain Modeling Mar 15 2021 Summary Functional and Reactive Domain Modeling teaches you how to think
of the domain model in terms of pure functions and how to compose them to build larger abstractions. Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Traditional distributed applications won't
cut it in the reactive world of microservices, fast data, and sensor networks. To capture their dynamic relationships and dependencies, these
systems require a different approach to domain modeling. A domain model composed of pure functions is a more natural way of
representing a process in a reactive system, and it maps directly onto technologies and patterns like Akka, CQRS, and event sourcing. About
the Book Functional and Reactive Domain Modeling teaches you consistent, repeatable techniques for building domain models in reactive
systems. This book reviews the relevant concepts of FP and reactive architectures and then methodically introduces this new approach to
domain modeling. As you read, you'll learn where and how to apply it, even if your systems aren't purely reactive or functional. An expert
blend of theory and practice, this book presents strong examples you'll return to again and again as you apply these principles to your own
projects. What's Inside Real-world libraries and frameworks Establish meaningful reliability guarantees Isolate domain logic from side
effects Introduction to reactive design patterns About the Reader Readers should be comfortable with functional programming and
traditional domain modeling. Examples use the Scala language. About the Author Software architect Debasish Ghosh was an early adopter of
reactive design using Scala and Akka. He's the author of DSLs in Action, published by Manning in 2010. Table of Contents Functional
domain modeling: an introduction Scala for functional domain models Designing functional domain models Functional patterns for domain
models Modularization of domain models Being reactive Modeling with reactive streams Reactive persistence and event sourcing Testing
your domain model Summary - core thoughts and principles
Beyond Software Architecture Sep 20 2021 This text aims to help all members of the development team make the correct nuts-and-bolts
architecture decisions that ensure project success.
Cognitive Work Analysis Mar 03 2020 Over the past decade, Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) has been one of the popular human factors
approaches for complex systems evaluation and design applications. This is reflected by a diverse range of applications across safety critical
domains. The book brings together a series of CWA applications and discussions from world-leading human factors researchers and
practitioners. It begins with an overview of the CWA framework, including its theoretical underpinnings, the methodological approaches
involved (including practical guidance on each phase), and previous applications of the framework. The core of the book is a series of CWA
applications, undertaken in a wide range of safety critical domains for a range of purposes. These serve to demonstrate the contribution that
CWA can make to real-world projects and provide readers with inspiration for how such analyses can be practically carried out. Following
this, a series of applications in which new approaches or adaptations have been added to the framework are presented. These show how
practical applications feedback into the theories/approaches underpinning CWA. The closing chapter then speculates on future applications
of the framework and on a series of new research directions required in order to enhance its utility. In emphasising the practical realities of
performing CWA, and the real-world impacts it can provide, the book tackles several common misconceptions in a constructive and
persuasive way. It provides a welcome demonstration of how CWA can be a powerful ally in tackling complexity-related problems that
afflict systems in all areas.
Implementing Domain-driven Design Jul 31 2022 Vaughn Vernon presents concrete and realistic domain-driven design (DDD)
techniques through examples from familiar domains, such as a Scrum-based project management application that integrates with a
collaboration suite and security provider. Each principle is backed up by realistic Java examples, and all content is tied together by a single

case study of a company charged with delivering a set of advanced software systems with DDD.
Enterprise Java Programming with IBM WebSphere Apr 03 2020 & • Everything Java developers need to start building J2EE
applications using WebSphere Tools for the WebSphere Application Server & & • Hands-on techniques and case studies: servlets, JSP, EJB,
IBM VisualAge for Java, and more & & • Written by IBM insiders for IBM Press
Test-driven Development Jun 05 2020 About software development through constant testing.
Expert F# 4.0 Aug 27 2019 Learn from F#'s inventor to become an expert in the latest version of this powerful programming language so
you can seamlessly integrate functional, imperative, object-oriented, and query programming style flexibly and elegantly to solve any
programming problem. Expert F# 4.0 will help you achieve unrivaled levels of programmer productivity and program clarity across multiple
platforms including Windows, Linux, Android, OSX, and iOS as well as HTML5 and GPUs. F# 4.0 is a mature, open source, cross-platform,
functional-first programming language which empowers users and organizations to tackle complex computing problems with simple,
maintainable, and robust code. Expert F# 4.0 is: A comprehensive guide to the latest version of F# by the inventor of the language A treasury
of F# techniques for practical problem-solving An in-depth case book of F# applications and F# 4.0 concepts, syntax, and features Written
by F#'s inventor and two major F# community members, Expert F# 4.0 is a comprehensive and in-depth guide to the language and its use.
Designed to help others become experts, the book quickly yet carefully describes the paradigms supported by F# language, and then shows
how to use F# elegantly for a practical web, data, parallel and analytical programming tasks. The world's experts in F# show you how to
program in F# the way they do!
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